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ABSTRACT

Two meters of DNA in each of our cells must be protected against many types of damage. Mechanoprotection is increasingly understood to
be conferred by the nuclear lamina of intermediate filament proteins, but very different patterns of expression and regulation between
different cells and tissues remain a challenge to comprehend and translate into applications. We begin with a tutorial style presentation of
“tissue blueprints” of lamin expression including single-cell RNA sequencing in major public datasets. Lamin-A, C profiles appear strikingly
similar to those for the mechanosensitive factors Vinculin, Yap1, and Piezo1, whereas datasets for lamin-B1 align with and predict regulation
by the cell cycle transcription factor, FOXM1, and further predict poor survival across multiple cancers. Various experiments support the dis-
tinction between the lamin types and add mechanistic insight into the mechano-regulation of lamin-A, C by both matrix elasticity and exter-
nally imposed tissue strain. Both A- and B-type lamins, nonetheless, protect the nucleus from rupture and damage. Ultimately, for
mechanically active tissue constructs and organoids as well as cell therapies, lamin levels require particular attention as they help minimize
nuclear damage and defects in a cell cycle.

VC 2022 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0080392

INTRODUCTION

Human tissue atlases are rapidly accumulating gene expression
profiles and related data, serving perhaps as blueprints for understand-
ing and constructing tissues (Fig. 1). The atlases are readily accessible,
which make them timely and important to assess for possible insight
into cells within tissues. Some of the investments are not only expan-
sive and expensive but also disease focused [e.g., >$300M for TCGA:
The Cancer Genome Atlas (Ledford, 2015)], which raises possibilities
of identifying therapeutic targets. Some of the newest investments pro-
vide single-cell resolution, where each datapoint in a cluster (Fig. 1,
right plots) represents considerable data from an individual cell—
which raises important questions or concerns about what exactly
might be learned for cell and molecular biology, biophysics, or
bioengineering.

Truth is in the tissues, and the basic question addressed here is
“if I have an idea about a role for an interesting molecule in physiology
or pathophysiology, how would I start to design a study using publicly
available databases to gain insight?” We show how to access

standardized datasets and how they can be useful in providing initial
insight about associations or correlations between different genes in
specific, tissues and cell types. Such genes tend to be upregulated or
downregulated together and tend to share similar patterns in the same
type of tissues. Thus, when trying to understand the potential role of a
certain gene in a process of interest, it is increasingly a good idea to
explore available public data for the expression patterns and to com-
pare them with signature genes of the process before pursuing costly
and time-consuming experiments.

Nuclear mechanobiology is particularly relevant to probing pub-
lic datasets, because such data are rich in characterizations of nuclear
processes. Key standardized data include gene expression from quanti-
tative RNA-sequencing of bulk tissue and increasingly from single-cell
RNA-sequencing (scRNAseq). Epigenetic regulation in a diversity of
cultured cell lines is also elaborated in some datasets [e.g., ENCODE:
Encyclopedia of DNA Elements (Luo et al., 2020; Rosenbloom et al.,
2013)], and biological significance can also be assessed in some data-
sets (e.g., TCGA) that include patient-specific information on therapy
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and survival. Questions about data quality and data normalization cer-
tainly apply to the big data in the various datasets and atlases, particu-
larly because they are generated by high throughput approaches that
focus on breadth rather than depth of insight. Such issues add to the
motivations for in-depth investigation of public datasets by cell biolo-
gists, biophysicists, and bioengineers who can pursue vigorous follow-
up studies. This review aims to illustrate the efforts in two parts: first,
an analysis of public atlas data pertinent to nuclear mechanobiology
and secondly a review of relevant experiments.

MINING GENOMIC DATA IN PUBLIC ATLASES
FOR LAMIN DIFFERENCES

To stimulate use and scrutiny of public data, we begin this review
in a tutorial style. We first examine ENCODE data for human tissue
expression patterns of mechanosensitive factors. The ENCODE portal
www.genome.ucsc.edu provides access to a “Genome Browser” with the
latest human dataset “hg38” under “Genomes”; this leads to a browser
page with a single-entry box at top into which we enter a specific gene
name such as LMNA. Entering this gene name for lamin-A,C re-loads
with a cartoon of chromosome-1 (chr1) that shows the location of the
LMNA gene, and further down the page is a multi-colored bargraph
similar to the screenshots of LMNA and other mechanosensitive factors
[Fig. 2(a)]. The interested reader is urged to enter each gene in the cited
website and directly explore and reproduce the data. Our goal is to look
for correlations as a basis for causal relationships. Equally important, a
lack of correlation suggests little chance of causal relationship.

At the top of our gene set are the two transcripts from RNA-
sequencing of many tissues that make collagen-1 protein fibers of the
extracellular matrix (COL1A1, COL1A2); these genes show nearly identi-
cal patterns. Recent proteomics of beating embryonic chick heart shows

both collagens are rapidly proteolyzed when contractile forces are inhib-
ited (Cho et al., 2019). Whole blood (a fluid tissue) and regions of the
brain (a soft solid tissue) all show the lowest average mRNA signal, espe-
cially compared to�100-fold higher signal in stiffer tissues such as arter-
ies and skin (stiff solid tissues). Dozens of other solid tissues are likewise
analyzed by quantitative RNA-seq, but many are difficult to intuit as soft
or stiff solid tissues with potentially lower or higher collagen levels.
However, two cell culture lines are also included in the profiling: trans-
formed lymphocytes (a fluid tissue cell type) show very low collagen,
consistent with the blood profile, and fibroblast cultures (stiff solid tissue
cell) show a �1000-fold higher signal, consistent with the expected role
of such cells in building solid tissues.

Similar patterns of tissue expression are also seen for matrix
mechanosensitive factors, but to varying degree: these genes include
vinculin (VCL) that stabilizes adhesions (Holle et al., 2013; 2016), non-
muscle myosin-IIA (MYH9) that typically spans the cytoplasm from
nucleus to cell cortex (e.g., Raab et al., 2012), the nuclear intermediate
filament gene lamin-A,C (LMNA) (Swift et al., 2013; Hadden et al.,
2017), and the transcriptional co-activator YAP1 (Dupont et al., 2011).
Also included is the calcium channel PIEZO1 at the plasma membrane
and the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) that is contiguous with the
nuclear envelope (Segel et al., 2019; Nava et al., 2020). Distinct pat-
terns of tissue expression are evident for closely related LMNB1 and
PIEZO2 genes; indeed, all five mechanosensitive genes (VCL, MYH9,
LMNA, YAP1, PIEZO1) show higher expression in the adherent fibro-
blast cultures than the non-adherent lymphocytes whereas LMNB1
and PIEZO2 are opposite [Fig. 2(a)]. The abundant heat shock gene
HSP90AB1 further shows little variation in tissue or cell line expres-
sion, consistent with it being a housekeeping factor. Scatterplots con-
firm PIEZO1 correlates well with YAP1 across diverse tissues and

FIG. 1. Tissue blueprints for tissue constructs and significance of nuclear lamins. Human tissue atlases can serve, in principle, as “tissue blueprints,” which facilitate the under-
standing and regenerative engineering of tissue constructs. For example, atlases such as the scatterplots of single-cell RNA-seq data can help illustrate an association
between Lamin-A,C expression (LMNA) and stiffness and also a distinct relationship of lamin-B1 (LMNB1) with cell proliferation. Note “fibs and endos” refers to fibroblasts and
endothelial cells, “immune” refers to various types of immune cell lineages, and “parencym.” refers to the tissue-defining cells; the same data are explained in more detail in
Fig. 2.
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FIG. 2. Snapshots of public data for expression of mechanosensitive and control genes. Tissue transcript patterns for collagen-1, the most abundant protein in animals, and for
various mechanosensitive factors and related controls. Note that arteries are stiffer than brain, which is soft compared to skin, and of course, blood is fluid. The interested
reader is urged to explore the website for details on each tissue shown and for RNA quantitation. Different colors indicate different tissue types from left to right: (adipose—sub-
cutaneous; visceral); adrenal gland; (artery—aorta; coronary; tibial); bladder; (brain—amygdala; anterior cingulate cortex; caudate; cerebellar hemisphere; cerebellum; cortex;
frontal cortex; hippocampus; hypothalamus; nucleus accumbens; putamen; spinal cord; substantia nigra); breast—mammary tissue; (cells—EBV-transformed lymphocytes; cul-
tured fibroblasts); (cervix—ectocervix; endocervix); (colon—sigmoid; transverse); (esophagus—gastroesophageal junction; mucosa; muscularis); fallopian tube; (heart—atrial
appendage; left ventricle); (kidney—cortex; medulla); liver; lung; minor salivary gland; muscle—skeletal; nerve—tibial; ovary; pancreas; pituitary; prostate; (skin—not sun
exposed; sun exposed); small intestine—terminal ileum; spleen; stomach; testis; thyroid; uterus; vagina; whole blood. (a) Scatterplots of bulk tissue RNAseq data from the
ENCODE website (GTEx-V8) and from the Human Protein Atlas website (HPA21.0). Each datapoint is the mean for a tissue. (b) Regulation of lamin-B1 gene expression based
on ChIP-seq targeting FOXM1 in two cultured cell types with nonzero signal from high (black) to low (light gray). (c) Single-cell RNAseq of liver cancer (Vashisth et al., 2021).
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across two RNA datasets [Fig. 2(b)]. This suggests the possibility of a
shared regulatory pathway. LMNA similarly correlates with PIEZO1,
whereas LMNB1 correlates much better with the cell cycle transcrip-
tion factor FOXM1.

In ENCODE, transcription factors and co-factors have also been
selectively mapped in their interactions with chromosomal DNA, and
data for 338 factors in 130 cell lines constitutes one of the latest large
datasets for “Transcription Factor ChIP-seq Peaks.” In this standard
method of ChIP-seq, a high-quality antibody immunoprecipitates
factor-bound chromatin fragments isolated from nuclei, and then the
DNA is sequenced to produce the bound signal as frequency of DNA
sequences detected. Modified histones are another common target for
ChIP-seq and include Histone-H3 with acetylated-Lys27 (H3K27Ac)
that binds near regulatory elements in genes, particularly the promoter
region where transcription factors also bind [Fig. 2(c)]. The example
shown is the LMNB1 gene on chromosome-5 with a zoom on exon-1
(of six exons) to show the ChIP-seq signal for H3K27Ac frommultiple
cell lines. Below this regulated region is the ChIP-seq signal (in gray
scale) for FOXM1 protein. Note the convention that nucleic acid is
italicized, but protein is not. The ChIP-seq signal is specifically
obtained from two cultured cell types, the solid tissue line HEK293T
and the blood progenitor K562 line, and the numerical data show for
both that the promoter region in LMNB1 has two or three main bind-
ing sites for FOXM1. Such a strong signal is lacking for LMNA, which
indicates a different type of gene regulation than the cell cycle regula-
tion of LMNB1, consistent with the patterns [Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)].

Experiments have recently confirmed FOXM1’s cell cycle regula-
tion of LMNB1 and, thus, provide a mechanistic basis for a gene-gene
scaling relationship between FOXM1 and LMNB1 across many can-
cers in TCGA (Vashisth et al., 2021). Furthermore, patients with high
levels of FOXM1 and LMNB1 have poor survival, consistent with
faster cancer growth. Proliferation is afterall a key hallmark of cancer
but of course also occurs with stem and progenitor cells in mechanical
microenvironments such as soft brain, where LMNB1 has also been
noted as upregulated (Segel et al., 2019).

As with LMNA, the YAP1 gene does not show binding sites for
FOXM1 based on the ChIP-seq signal, which again argues against direct
cell cycle regulation of YAP1. In the pan-cancer analysis of TCGA data
(Vashisth et al., 2021), tumors had both higher and lower levels of
YAP1 relative to adjacent normal tissue, and the variation proved similar
to other mechanosensitive genes especially LMNA. Such results concur
with the similarities of expression patterns across normal tissues for
YAP1 and LMNA [Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)]. YAP1 might regulate such
mechanosensitive genes, but unlike FOXM1, it is not in the ENCODE
database of transcription factor ChIP-seq targets. The regulatory basis
for the tissue patterns of mechanosensitive gene expression remains
important to investigate, but earlier studies provided some insight.

Tissue-level RNA analysis is of course a composite of multiple cell
types, but single-cell RNA-seq (scRNAseq) is now becoming publicly
accessible for numerous tissues and tumors. We recently analyzed liver
cancer data using standard approaches (Vashisth et al., 2021), and the
dataset shows more than a half-dozen cell types [Fig. 2(d)]. LMNA is
expressed in all cell types but is lowest in lymphocytes (T cells, B cells;
fluid tissue cell types) and probably highest in fibroblasts (stiff solid tis-
sue cell type), consistent with the cell line results [Fig. 2(a)].

An intriguing corollary to the common finding of low lamin-A,C
in fluid tissue cell types is that low lamin-A,C leads to a soft nucleus

conducive to 3D migration through small pores (Shin et al., 2013),
which is consistent with tissue fluidity. In similar studies of solid tissue
stem cells and tumor cells, overexpression of lamin-A,C impeded
migration or immobilizes cells (Harada et al., 2014), which would tend
to favor tissue solidity, and in strong confinement, a transition to ame-
boid migration is likewise inhibited by high levels of lamin-A (Lavenus
et al., 2022). In contrast, low lamin-A,C facilitates tumor cell invasion
and tumor growth (Harada et al., 2014), and recent analyses of TCGA
patient data show that LMNA is lower than adjacent normal tissues in
more than half of tumor types (Vashisth et al., 2021), consistent with
prior analyses of protein in lung cancer and breast cancer (Irianto
et al., 2016). Such findings are also relevant to cell therapies such as
the many engineered Tcell therapies in which these cells are intended
to infiltrate tissues, particularly solid tumors.

In contrast, LMNB1 and FOXM1 are both most readily detected
by scRNAseq in proliferating cells [Fig. 2(d)]. These results are consis-
tent with the correlated expression of LMNB1 and FOXM1 [Fig. 2(b)]
and the underlying regulation [Fig. 2(c)]. Although the sensitivity of
scRNAseq and methods of normalization are among the many issues
that require deeper study, the above results for one human tissue align
reasonably well with an analysis of public data (The Tabula Muris
Consortium, 2018) for 20 mouse organs (Fig. 3). In particular, the
parenchymal cells that define the specialization of the different tissues
tend to show the highest Lmna in stiff tissues and lower expression in
soft and fluid tissues. (Note that Lmna denotes mouse, whereas
LMNA is the convention for human.) In contrast, Lmnb1 and Foxm1
exhibit very similar expression patterns with the latter being a difficult
to detect the transcription factor. The distinct trends of LMNB1 again
raise questions of mechanism for how factors such as lamin-A,C are
mechano-regulated.

PROTEIN FOCUSED, MECHANISM EXPERIMENTS
ALIGN WITH GENOMIC DATA

Mechanosensing by lamin-A,C was discovered in a proteomics
study of diverse adult mouse tissue type (Swift et al., 2013).
Specifically, lamin-A,C protein increased as a power law function of
tissue stiffness, as did the abundant fibrillar collagens. Lamin-B1 pro-
tein (and B2) were relatively constant in comparison. Both lamin types
polymerize into filaments that assemble differentially at the nuclear
membrane and contribute to nuclear mechanics [Fig. 4(a)] (Turgay
et al., 2017); they are in some ways complementary to the fibrillar col-
lagen polymers that are outside. Collagens contribute to bulk tissue
mechanics—based on the fact that collagenase fluidizes most solid tis-
sues in minutes. In general, such biopolymers can be expected from
basic theoretical principles to exhibit power law behavior, consistent
with power law scaling trends across tissues.

Between the nucleus and the extracellular matrix collagens are
the cytoskeleton and the adhesion structures of a cell. Lamin-A,C pro-
tein levels are affected when perturbing these various structures, at
least for primary human mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) (Swift et al.,
2013; Buxboim et al., 2014). On soft matrix that mimics low collagen
tissues, cells remain round and have minimal adhesions and low levels
of lamin-A,C relative to well-spread cells on stiff or rigid matrices.
Inhibition of myosin-II stress in well-spread cells on stiff or rigid
matrices again leads to cell rounding and decreased levels of lamin-
A,C. In addition, MSCs in standard culture express high lamin-A,C,
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whereas HSCPs (hematopoietic stem/progenitor cells) that are non-
adherent have low lamin-A,C protein.

Mechanoregulation of lamin-A,C at the protein level has been
studied with phosphorylation and solubilization from the lamina
increasing under soft matrix and low stress conditions (Swift et al.,
2013; Buxboim et al., 2014). Interphase cells generally show low levels
of lamin-A,C phosphorylation and solubilization (Kochin et al., 2014).
Subsequent to phosphorylation and solubilization, lamin-A,C is
degraded, and degradation is done by matrix metalloproteases
(MMPs) in the nucleus of some cell types (Cho et al., 2019). In other
words, the same type of protease responsible for collagen turnover is
also responsible for degradation of excess lamin-A,C. This finding can
help explain similar expression profiles for collagen-1 and lamin-A,C
[Fig. 2(a)]. Indeed, LMNA transcription is under feedback control of
its protein product (Swift et al., 2013). The end-result of this regulatory

circuit seems to be that the levels of lamin-A,C protein are optimized
to compliance match the nucleus with the stiffness of the tissue.

In vivo, stiff tissues, such as arteries and skin, tend to be mechani-
cally stressed much more than very soft tissues such as brain. In cul-
ture, matrix stiffness also promotes cytoskeletal stress (Engler et al.,
2006) as well as higher lamin-A,C. Externally imposed strains or
stresses might, therefore, mechanoregulate lamin-A,C levels.
Monolayers of skin epithelial stem/progenitor cells (EPCs) on stiff sub-
strates were subjected recently to a uniaxial stretch of 5% (Nava et al.,
2020), and at 30min, immunoblots for lamin-A,C and lamin-B’s were
made and quantified. Pooling all of the results indicates a �40%
increase in lamin-A,C protein levels at 30min [Fig. 4(b)], and all of
the replicate measurements were greater than or equal to controls. At
a much higher stretch of 40% for 30min, phosphorylation of lamin-
A,C was detectably downregulated. Lamin-B1 showed no significant

FIG. 3. Across 20 mouse tissues: Lmna is high in stiff tissue lineages and Lmnb1 is high in proliferating cells. The UMAP algorithm clusters and disperses lineages more rea-
sonably than the original tSNE analysis (The Tabula Muris Consortium, 2018), but the same color code for tissues and same cluster labels are used here for comparison. The
UMAP scatterplot for Lmna is similar to that of other mechanosensitive cellular factors, specifically Vcl, Yap1, and Piezo1 (Fam38a), whereas Myh9, Actb, and Hsp90ab1 are
more uniformly expressed, and Col1a2 is restricted to a few lineages. The interested reader can visualize the tSNE versions of such plots by entering genes on the website
(https://tabula-muris.ds.czbiohub.org/) and clicking “FACS” for the Method and “ALL” for the Tissue type.
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change, consistent with a lack of a stretch effect on mitotic counts
(albeit noisy). The larger stretch did not affect lamin-A,C but did asso-
ciate with increased DNA damage when combined with conditions
that suppress heterochromatin. The latter response depended on
Piezo1 but not Piezo2, perhaps consistent with the mechanosensitive
expression profiles of Piezo1 but not Piezo2 [Fig. 2(a)]. Interestingly,
Piezo1 in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) was key to the stretch sens-
ing, and because the ER is contiguous with the nuclear envelope,
stretching of the nucleus can, in principle, affect the ER directly.
Whether intact skin experiences 5% stretch more often than 40%
stretch is unclear, but these results with externally imposed strain seem
consistent with the interphase mechanosensing of matrix stiffness.

Several studies of tissues provide in vivo evidence of lamin-A,C
mechanosensing. In particular, macrophages isolated from diverse mouse
tissues or a tumor plus various tissues have been profiled by RNA-seq in
two separate studies (Lavin et al., 2014; Alvey et al., 2017) with nearly
identical results. The ratio of (Lmna/Lmnb) expression reproducibly
increases with tissue stiffness from a ratio <1 for bone marrow (which is
very soft) to>10 for lung (stiffer). A separate proteomics study was done
on living chick embryo heart, which is the first organ to form and which
stiffens as it develops day-by-day from an embryo that is about as soft as
mature brain. Collagen-1 increases more than any other protein, and
lamin-A,C increases almost as much, whereas lamin-B’s do not change
much at all (Cho et al., 2019). Furthermore, collagenase and myosin-II

FIG. 4. Strain or cell cycle regulate lamins to protect against rupture. (a) Lamin-B has a lipid modification that attaches it to the membrane, so that nuclear bending tends to dis-
rupt its local binding. Lamin-A,C has less direct membrane interactions. At high curvature, lamin-B and lamin-A,C dissociate from the membrane at differing rate. (b) Stretching
an epithelial monolayer by 5% for 30 min increases lamin-A,C but not lamin-B1, according to the cited data. At longer time, increased lamin-B1 could reflect cell cycle. (c)
Straining the nucleus drives lamin-A,C accumulation with degradation caused by relaxation. (d) Lamin-B1 regulation by cell cycle: more DNA requires more lamina protection.
(e) High levels of both lamins suppress rupture of strained nuclei.
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inhibitors soften the early heart in minutes and quickly decrease levels of
collagen, lamin-A,C, and also vinculin—consistent with trends in tissue
transcript profiles for human [Fig. 2(a)].

Mechanosensitive regulation of LMNA transcription continues to
be studied with evidence of feedback from protein levels (Swift et al.,
2013; Ivanovska et al., 2017). The SRF pathway certainly deserves
more especially, especially since the vinculin gene VCL is a definitive
target of SRF (Hadden et al., 2017; Costa et al., 2012). Post-
transcriptional regulation of LMNA mRNA has been documented
with suppression in brain tissue by the microRNA miR-9 (Jung et al.,
2012). ENCODE shows miR-9 to be very high in brain but largely
undetectable in other tissues. In addition, lamin-C is a post-
transcriptional spliceform of lamin-A,C that clearly increases with
stiffness at the protein level (Swift et al., 2013), but lamin-C is not tar-
geted by miR-9. As mechanoregulation of lamin-A,C transcription
pathways and protein levels continue to be explored, additional efforts
are focused on the biological importance of lamin-A,C levels.

MECHANOPROTECTION FOR GENOME INTEGRITY

Defects or deficiencies in lamin-A,C have been linked in many
previous studies to DNA damage and impaired proliferation, consis-
tent with broad understanding of DNA damage checkpoints on cell
cycle progression. In mechanobiological contexts, however, studies are
few that have made similar associations. Studies of embryonic chick
hearts treated with myosin-II inhibitors (which suppressed lamin-
A,C) showed that washout of the drugs led to rapid increases in DNA
damage as contractile stresses recovered in minutes and lamin-A,C
levels remained low for hours (Cho et al., 2019). Nuclear rupture was
evident at the early timepoints but not later with evidence of rupture
including nuclear loss of DNA repair factors that normally minimize
DNA damage. Such findings align well with past cell culture studies
that showed defects or deficiencies in lamin-A,C, greatly increasing
the frequency of nuclear rupture in cells such as fibroblasts with high
actomyosin contractility, particularly when they adhere and spread on
stiff substrates (Tamiello et al., 2013; Xia et al., 2018).

Defects or deficiencies in lamin-B1 likewise exhibit nuclear rupture
in vivo, particularly in neurons (Chen et al., 2019). Neurons depend on
lamin-B’s for any nuclear protection, because lamin-A,C protein levels
are very low in soft brain (Swift et al., 2013)—consistent with transcript
profiles [Fig. 2(a)]. Mechanisms of DNA damage associated with
nuclear rupture continue to be investigated and debated, but a key and
expected outcome of increased DNA damage is suppression of cell cycle
progression (Xia et al., 2019; Cho et al., 2019). This can help explain
why lamin-B1 knockout mice fail to develop the outer cortex of the
brain (Chen et al., 2019). Thus, despite the mechanosensitive regulation
of lamin-A,C levels being distinct from the direct cell cycle regulation
(by FOXM1) of lamin-B1 [Figs. 4(c)–4(e)], the current evidence is that
both components of the nuclear lamina mechanoprotect nuclear integ-
rity against DNA damage and cell cycle disruption. Finally, nuclear rup-
ture with effects on cell cycle and cell function is likely relevant to cell
therapies with studies of muscle stem cells and mesenchymal stem cells
specifically showing that constricted migration modulates stem cell dif-
ferentiation both in in vitro and in vivo (Smith et al., 2019).

WHAT TO LOOK OUT FOR IN PERFORMING SIMILAR
STUDIES: PROBLEMS, LIMITATIONS, CHECKS, AND MORE

This review has been written from the perspective of a laboratory
with several decades of experimental efforts in mechanobiology,

including a focus on the nucleus and its lamins, and so we have an
increasingly clear sense of what to look out for in analyzing public
datasets—especially from the latest, high resolution omics method of
single-cell RNA-seq [per Figs. 1, 2(d), and 3]. At least five issues
merit attention with single-cell RNA-seq datasets. First, the dataset
should probably be from a single methodology with minimal batch
effects. For example, the mouse study analyzed here (Fig. 3) used two
cell capturing methods when preparing the libraries: single cells were
separated either using fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) or
using microfluidic droplets. The FACS method captured a larger
diversity of cell types and gave more sequencing reads per cell and
more genes per cell. Data generated from the two methods should
probably not be mixed, and it would be interesting if unrewarding
exercise to try to normalize away the variations that arise from the
different technologies.

Second, conclusions drawn from the types of UMAP analyses
shown here should focus on the clusters with high cell counts (�10).
Because of the low abundance of transcripts from any one cell, single-
cell RNA-seq data show significant cell-to-cell variation that can con-
found genuine biological heterogeneity with technical shortcomings
(Hafemeister and Satija, 2019). A conclusion drawn from the same
pattern across many cells will be more reliable and accurate, especially
if and when methods emerge for calculating ‘p-values’ on the signifi-
cance between any two UMAPs or the underlying datasets.

Third, it should be checked that abundant housekeeping genes,
such as HSP90AB1, should be expressed in the vast majority of cells in
all clusters. Likewise, other such genes, including Actin Beta (ACTB)
and Glyceraldehyde-3-Phosphate Dehydrogenase (GAPDH) (Curis
et al., 2019; Nikishin et al., 2018), should be checked and included as
good controls. Fourth, RNA abundance and undetectable “zeros” are
illustrated by differences between LMNA and LMNB1 [Figs. 1, 2(d),
and 3] with the latter illustrating how a gene that is known to be high-
est in late cell cycle (Vashisth et al., 2021) is also often too low to be
detected but likely non-zero in many cells in early cell cycle (G1 or
G0). Other cell cycle genes, such as FOXM1 and TOP2A, are truly
suppressed and zero in early cell cycle, and so “zero” reads in a given
cell might simply be a mistake, which underscores the importance of
focusing on trends within clusters or parts of a cluster. Finally, if a
dataset shows an understandable, non-trivial pattern for several genes
of interest across multiple lineage clusters, but the same dataset seems
odd for other gene sets that are expected to be similar, then we recom-
mend a conservative interpretation for designing experiments.
Support might be found in some comparisons to bulk expression pro-
files [Fig. 2(a)], but the single-cell datasets are currently sparse (despite
their size) and the fact that methods continue to improve suggests a
need to improve.

FUTURE OUTLOOK: TISSUE BLUEPRINTS
AND NUCLEAR MECHANOBIOLOGY

Tissue atlases for human, mouse, and many other species are rap-
idly accumulating bulk and single-cell expression datasets that can
serve, in principle, as “tissue blueprints” (Fig. 1). Efforts in such engi-
neering—particularly for mechanically active tissue constructs such as
a bioengineered heart but even softer solid tissues such as liver exposed
to diverse flows—might employ inert or degradable biomaterials or
might be based on organoids among other strategies. Regardless, well-
constructed tissue should eventually align in its expression profile with
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the atlas datasets for the intended tissue. Open access to such public
data facilitates such comparisons as do user-friendly interfaces and
datasets for diseased tissues such as cancer. It is particularly important
that engineered tissue systems and organoids be compared to normal
and diseased tissue states with attention to suitably normalized levels
of expression. The biological significance of particular expression levels
is reasonably well illustrated by lamin-A,C and lamin-B1, with low lev-
els of either relating to nuclear mechanoprotection, nuclear damage,
and cell cycle.
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